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I. INTRODUCTION

We address the problem of learning observation models end-
to-end for estimation. Robots operating in partially observable
environments must infer latent states from multiple sensory
inputs, e.g., image and touch measurements. Consider a robot
hand manipulating an object with tactile feedback. It must
reason over a sequence of touch measurements over time to
collapse uncertainty about the latent object pose. A common
way to solve this is as an inference over a factor graph which
relies on having observation models that can map observations
to states [6, 8, 9]. However, in many domains, the sensors that
produce observations are complex and difficult to model. Can
we instead learn observation models from data?

Given a batch of ground truth trajectories and corresponding
measurements, how should we learn observations models?
One option is directly learn a mapping from measurements
to states, for example as a regression or classification problem
[20, 25, 27]. However, we note that this only minimizes a
surrogate loss independent of the graph optimizer – what we
actually care about is the final task, i.e., how well we track
the ground truth trajectory.

Instead, we aim to directly optimize end-to-end tracking
performance. At a first glance, this appears to require the factor
graph inference algorithm to be fully differentiable. However,
many state-of-the-art factor graph optimizers e.g. iSAM2 [16]
are not natively differentiable due to operations such as
iterative re-linearizations. Hence, we are limited to black-box
search for learning the parameters of these optimizers which
can be very sample inefficient.

Instead of differentiating through the optimization process,
we note that what we ultimately care about is the final solution
from the optimizer, which depends only on the shape of the
optimized cost function. We would like a cost function that has
low cost around the observed ground truth trajectories and high
cost elsewhere. This is precisely what energy-based models
aim to do by shaping an “energy” function to be low around
observed data and high elsewhere [2, 3, 11, 19, 23, 29, 31].

Our key technical insight is to cast our problem of learning
observation models as energy-based learning. Our proposal is
based on the central principle:

Learn observation models that directly minimize
end-to-end tracking errors. We can achieve this
by coupling learning and optimization so that the
learner extracts the most salient information to aid
optimization.
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Fig. 1: We learn observation models in non-differentiable graph optimizers to minimize
end-to-end tracking errors. Inference solves for the most likely states x given the model
and input measurements z. Learning updates model parameters θ from training data.

II. RELATED WORK

Observation models represent joint or conditional distri-
butions between states and measurements. Early estimation
methods utilized these models within filtering contexts such as
Kalman filters and EKFs/UKFs [15, 17, 28]. Recent methods
have also looked at making these filters differentiable for end-
to-end learning [12, 14, 18]. However, filtering has difficulty
scaling and can have inconsistencies due to linearization
choices on past, marginalized states that cannot be undone.
Localization and SLAM problems are now instead increasingly
solved as smoothing or nonlinear optimization objectives over
a graph that can leverage the inherent sparsity of the problem
to give tractable and more accurate solutions [6, 8, 9].

Typically, observation models used in the factor graph are
analytic models defined a-priori [10, 21, 24]. Recent work has
looked at using learned models [25, 27] or learned measure-
ment representations [5, 7] either to be used independently or
to be plugged into a graph optimizer. However, these model
parameters are learned on surrogate losses independent of
the graph optimizer, and hence do not directly attempt to
minimize final tracking errors. Another recent line of work has
been on building fully differentiable optimizers [4, 13, 30] via
unrolling where the optimization is represented as a series of
gradient based updates. While such approaches allow end-to-
end training, these are currently limited to optimizers that can
be expressed as a composition of differentiable operations.
Moreover, vanilla unrolling suffers from a few drawbacks
notably that the learned cost function can be sensitive to the
specific optimization procedure [1].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Inference. At inference time, given a sequence of mea-
surements z, we wish to solve for the most likely sequence
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Fig. 2: Overall framework showing two approaches for learning tactile observation models (a) supervised learning on a surrogate loss (b) end-to-end learning on final tracking loss.

of latent states x. This can be formulated as maximum-a-
posteriori objective over a factor graph, which under Gaussian
noise models, is equivalent to solving a nonlinear least-squares
problem of the form,

E(θ, x; z) = argmin
x

∑
t

||ft(θ, x; z)||2 (1)

where, E(·) is a scalar energy value. ||ft(θ, x; z)||2 are factor
costs at time t with ft(θ, x; z) being the local observation
model mapping a subset of states x and measurements z to
a cost. θ the the learnable model parameters that includes
covariance Σt in the weighted norm || · ||Σt

.
Learning. At train time, our goal is to learn a model that

explains training data of pairs (xgt, z). We express this as
minimizing a loss L(θ) over the training data

L(θ) =
1

|D|
∑

(xi
gt,z

i)∈D
L(θ;xigt, z

i) (2)

where, {xigt, zi} ∈ D is a training dataset of ground truth
trajectories and measurements.

IV. APPROACHES

We propose two set of approaches to solve for the objective
in Eq. 2: (a) supervised learning on a surrogate loss [25] and
(b) end-to-end learning on final tracking loss [26].

A. Supervised learning on a surrogate loss

We train a tactile factor network that takes in pairs of
tactile image measurements and predicts relative object poses
(Fig. 2). The loss is a mean-squared-error against ground
truth poses. While easy to train, given a direct supervised
loss, this only minimizes a surrogate loss independent of the
graph optimizer and is hence not guaranteed to minimize the
final trajectory tracking errors that we care about. It is also
not straightforward to design surrogate losses for learning
parameters such as factor covariances that don’t have direct
ground truth supervision.
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Fig. 3: Final tracking results for real-world planar pushing. We show convergence of
optimizer trajectories to ground truth (dotted grey) over successive learner iterations on
datasets with two different objects, a rectangle and ellipse.

B. End-to-end learning on final tracking loss
Instead of a pairwise loss, we minimize a final tracking

loss against an entire trajectory of ground truth poses (Fig.
2). Directly minimizing such a loss is not possible, since the
graph inference path from θ to x̂ is not differentiable. We
instead consider a loss that is a function of the energy, i.e.
L(E(θ, ·);xigt, zi). Intuitively, this assigns a low loss to well-
behaved energy functions, i.e. functions that give the lowest
energy to training data of ground truth trajectories (correct
answers) and higher energy to unseen data (incorrect answers).

This energy-based loss is highly correlated with the final
tracking loss as it shapes the energy or cost landscape so as to
make the inference step return trajectories closer to the ground
truth (Fig. 3). In practice, this requires matching gradients of
the observation likelihoods on ground truth trajectories against
samples generated from the factor graph optimizer [26].

C. Application to tactile manipulation
We apply both these approaches for tracking object poses

during manipulation using tactile image measurements. We
focus on the task of planar pushing where we use a DIGIT
tactile sensor [22] mounted on an end-effector that is used to
push objects of different shapes.

V. FUTURE WORK

As future work, we would like investigate,
1) Can we design a unified framework that combines the

robustness of supervised learning with guarantees of end-
to-end learning?

2) Can we extend these approaches to 3D manipulation
tasks where sequence of tactile images may correspond
to multiple possible object motions?
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